Engineering Electromagnetics
Recognizing the quirk ways to acquire this books Engineering Electromagnetics
is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this
info. get the Engineering Electromagnetics partner that we present here and
check out the link.
You could buy guide Engineering Electromagnetics or acquire it as soon as
feasible. You could quickly download this Engineering Electromagnetics after
getting deal. So, later you require the book swiftly, you can straight
acquire it. Its correspondingly no question simple and correspondingly fats,
isnt it? You have to favor to in this aerate

Essentials of Electromagnetics for
Engineering David A. de Wolf 2001
Essentials of Electromagnetics for
Engineering, first published in 2000,
provides a clearly written
introduction to the key physical and
engineering principles of
electromagnetics. Throughout the
book, the author describes the
intermediate steps in mathematical
derivations that many other textbooks
leave out. The author begins by
examining Coulomb's law and simple
electrostatics, covering in depth the
concepts of fields and potentials. He
then progresses to magnetostatics and
Maxwell's equations. This approach
leads naturally to a discussion of
electrodynamics and the treatment of
wave propagation, waveguides,
transmission lines, and antennas. At
each stage, the author stresses the
physical principles underlying the
mathematical results. Many homework
exercises are provided, including
several in Matlab and Mathematica
formats. The book contains a separate
chapter on numerical methods in
electromagnetics, and a broad range
of worked examples to illustrate
important concepts. It is suitable as
a textbook for undergraduate students
of engineering and applied physics
taking introductory courses in
engineering-electromagnetics

electromagnetics.
Engineering Electromagnetics Rajeev
Bansal 2018-10-08 Electromagnetics is
too important in too many fields for
knowledge to be gathered on the fly.
Knowing how to apply theoretical
principles to the solutions of real
engineering problems and the
development of new technologies and
solutions is critical. Engineering
Electromagnetics: Applications
provides such an understanding,
demonstrating how to apply the
underlying physical concepts within
the particular context of the problem
at hand. Comprising chapters drawn
from the critically acclaimed
Handbook of Engineering
Electromagnetics, this book supplies
a focused treatment covering radar,
wireless, satellite, and optical
communication technologies. It also
introduces various numerical
techniques for computer-aided
solutions to complex problems,
emerging problems in biomedical
applications, and techniques for
measuring the biological properties
of materials. Engineering
Electromagnetics: Applications shares
the broad experiences of leading
experts regarding modern problems in
electromagnetics.
Engineering Electromagnetics Edgar
Wilson 2016-08-06 Electromagnetics
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refers to the study of magnetism and
electricity and their inter-relation.
It is a branch of physics which deals
with studying electromagnetic fields
produced by electrically charged
objects. The applications of
electromagnetic fields are used in
various motors, CAT scanners, TVs,
radio transmissions, magnetic
resonance imaging, common speakers,
etc. This book contains some pathbreaking studies related to this
field. It includes a detailed
explanation of the various theories
and applications of electromagnetism.
The topics included in this text are
of utmost significance and are bound
to provide incredible insights to the
readers. It includes contributions of
experts and scientists from across
the globe and thus, will serve as a
reference guide to students,
scientists, physicists, engineers,
researchers, and all those who are
interested in this subject.
Electromagnetics Made Easy S. Balaji
2020-04-22 This book is intended to
serve as an undergraduate textbook
for a beginner’s course in
engineering electromagnetics. The
present book provides an easy and
simplified understanding of the basic
principles of electromagnetics.
Abstract theory has been explained
using real life examples making it
easier for the reader to grasp the
complicated concepts. An introductory
chapter on vector calculus and the
different coordinate systems equips
the readers with the prerequisite
knowledge to learn electromagnetics.
The subsequent chapters can be
grouped into four broad sections –
electrostatics, magnetostatics, time
varying fields, and applications of
electromagnetics. Written in lucid
terms, the text follows a sequential
presentation of the topics, and
discusses the relative merits and
demerits of each method. Each chapter
includes a number of examples which
engineering-electromagnetics

are solved rigorously along with
pictorial representations. The book
also contains about 400 figures and
illustrations which help students
visualize the underlying physical
concepts. Several end-of-chapter
problems are provided to test the key
concepts and their applications. Thus
the book offers a valuable resource
for both students and instructors of
electrical, electronics and
communications engineering, and can
also be useful as a supplementary
text for undergraduate physics
students.
Wavelet Applications in Engineering
Electromagnetics Tapan K. Sarkar 2002
Written from an engineering
perspective, this unique resource
describes the practical application
of wavelets to the solution of
electromagnetic field problems and in
signal analysis with an even-handed
treatment of the pros and cons. A key
feature of this book is that the
wavelet concepts have been described
from the filter theory point of view
that is familiar to researchers with
an electrical engineering background.
The book shows you how to design
novel algorithms that enable you to
solve electrically, large
electromagnetic field problems using
modest computational resources. It
also provides you with new ideas in
the design and development of unique
waveforms for reliable target
identification and practical radar
signal analysis. The book includes
more then 500 equations, and covers a
wide range of topics, from numerical
methods to signal processing aspects.
Engineering Electromagnetics William
Hart Hayt (Jr.) 2018-02
Elements of Engineering
Electromagnetics Nannapaneni Narayana
Rao 2004 This book, with its
versatile approach, includes thorough
coverage of statics with an emphasis
on the dynamics of engineering
electromagnetics. It integrates
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practical applications, numerical
details, and completely covers all
relevant principles. Topics include
vectors and fields, Maxwell's
Equations, fields and waves,
electromagnetic potentials, devices,
circuits, and systems, and
transmission-line essentials for
digital electronics. The second part
of the book covers communications,
guided wave principles, electronics
and photonics, and radiation and
antennae. A valuable resource for
computer engineering and electrical
engineering professionals.
Introduction to Electromagnetic
Engineering Roger F. Harrington
2003-01-01 This study of
electromagnetic theory introduces
students to a broad range of
quantities and concepts, imparting
the necessary vector analysis and
associated mathematics and
reinforcing its teachings with
several elementary field problems.
Based on circuit theory rather than
on the classical force-relationship
approach, the text uses the theory of
electric circuits to provide a system
of experiments already familiar to
the electrical engineer; a series of
field concepts are then introduced as
a logical extension of circuit
theory. Virtually unobtainable
elsewhere, this text was written by a
prominent professor whose recognition
includes the prestigious IEEE
Electromagnetics Award. It is
appropriate for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students
with a background in calculus and
circuit theory. 176 Figures. 9
Tables.
Engineering Electromagnetics William
Hart Hayt 2006 "Now in its Seventh
Edition, Bill Hayt and John Buck's
Engineering Electromagnetics is a
classic book that has been updated
for electromagnetics today. - This
widely respected book stresses
fundamentals and problem solving, and
engineering-electromagnetics

discusses the material in an
understandable, readable way.
Numerous illustrations and analogies
are provided to aid the reader in
grasping difficult concepts. - In
addition, independent learning is
facilitated by the presence of many
examples and problems."--Jacket.
Handbook of Engineering
Electromagnetics Rajeev Bansal
2004-09-01 Engineers do not have the
time to wade through rigorously
theoretical books when trying to
solve a problem. Beginners lack the
expertise required to understand
highly specialized treatments of
individual topics. This is especially
problematic for a field as broad as
electromagnetics, which propagates
into many diverse engineering fields.
The time h
Engineering Electromagnetics William
Hart Hayt 1983
Electromagnetics Steven Ellingson
2019-12-13
Introductory Engineering
Electromagnetics Branko D. Popović
1971
Electromagnetic Field Theory Rohit
Khurana The book Electromagnetic
Field Theory caters to the students
of BE/BTech Electronics and
Communication Engineering, Electrical
and Electronics Engineering, and
Electronic Instrumentation
Engineering, as electromagnetics is
an integral part of their curricula.
It covers a wide range of topics that
deal with various physical and
mathematical concepts, including
vector functions, coordinate systems,
integration and differentiation,
complex numbers, and phasors. The
book helps in understanding the
electric and magnetic fields on
different charge and current
distributions, such as line, surface,
and volume. It also explains the
electromagnetic behaviour of waves,
fields in transmission lines, and
radiation in antennas. A number of
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electromagnetic applications are also
included to develop the interest of
students. SALIENT FEATURES • Simple
and easy-to-follow text • Complete
coverage of the subject as per the
syllabi of most universities • Lucid,
well-explained concepts with clear
examples • Relevant illustrations for
better understanding and retention •
Some of the illustrations provide
three-dimensional view for in-depth
knowledge • Numerous mathematical
examples for full clarity of concepts
• Chapter objectives at the beginning
of each chapter for its overview •
Chapter-end summary and exercises for
quick review and to test your
knowledge
Electromagnetics for Engineering
Students (Part 2) Sameir M. Ali Hamed
2018-04-09 Electromagmetics for
Engineering Students is a textbook in
two parts, Part I and II, that cover
all topics of electromagnetics needed
for undergraduate students from
vector analysis to antenna
principles. In both parts of the
book, the topics are presented in
sufficient details such that the
students will follow the analytical
development easily. Each chapter is
supported by many illustrative
examples, solved problems, and the
end of chapter problems to explain
the principles of the topics and
enhance the knowledge of the student.
There are a total of 681 problems in
the both parts of the book as
follows: 162 illustrative examples,
88 solved problems, and 431 end of
chapter problems. This part is a
continuation of Part I and focuses on
the application of Maxwell's
equations and the concepts that are
covered in Part I to analyze the
characteristics of wave propagation
in half-space and bounded media
including metamaterials. Moreover, a
chapter has been devoted to the topic
of antennas to provide readers with
the fundamental concepts related to
engineering-electromagnetics

antenna engineering. The key features
of this part: • In addition to the
coverage of classical topics in
electromagnetic normally covered in
the similar available texts, this
part of the book adds some advanced
concepts and topics such as: •
Application of multi-pole expansion
for vector potentials. • More
detailed analysis on the topic of
waveguides including circular
waveguides. • Refraction through
metamaterials and the concept of
negative refractive index. • Detailed
and easy-to follow presentation of
mathematical analyses and problems. •
An appendix of mathematical formulae
and functions.
Engineering Electromagnetics C. L.
Wadhwa 2012
Elements of Engineering
Electromagnetics, 6/e Rao
Engineering Electromagnetics Nathan
Ida 2015-03-20 This book provides
students with a thorough theoretical
understanding of electromagnetic
field equations and it also treats a
large number of applications. The
text is a comprehensive two-semester
textbook. The work treats most topics
in two steps – a short, introductory
chapter followed by a second chapter
with in-depth extensive treatment;
between 10 to 30 applications per
topic; examples and exercises
throughout the book; experiments,
problems and summaries. The new
edition includes: modifications to
about 30-40% of the end of chapter
problems; a new introduction to
electromagnetics based on behavior of
charges; a new section on units;
MATLAB tools for solution of problems
and demonstration of subjects; most
chapters include a summary. The book
is an undergraduate textbook at the
Junior level, intended for required
classes in electromagnetics. It is
written in simple terms with all
details of derivations included and
all steps in solutions listed. It
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requires little beyond basic calculus
and can be used for self-study. The
wealth of examples and alternative
explanations makes it very
approachable by students. More than
400 examples and exercises,
exercising every topic in the book
Includes 600 end-of-chapter problems,
many of them applications or
simplified applications Discusses the
finite element, finite difference and
method of moments in a dedicated
chapter
Electromagnetic Theory for
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Engineers Tze-Chuen Toh 2016-04-19
Engineers and scientists who develop
and install electronic devices and
circuits need to have a solid
understanding of electromagnetic
theory and the electromagnetic
behavior of devices and circuits. In
particular, they must be well-versed
in electromagnetic compatibility,
which minimizes and controls the side
effects of interconnected electric
dev
Engineering Electromagnetics Nathan
Ida 2000-06-22 This text provides a
good theoretical understanding of the
electromagnetic field equations while
also treating a large number of
applications. In fact, no topic is
presented unless it is directly
applicable to engineering design or
unless it is needed for the
understanding of another topic.
Electric motors and transformers are
used to demonstrate the ideas of
magnetic forces and torques and of
induction; the applications discussed
include the new super-efficient
electric drives, linear induction
motors, and implantable transformers
to power life-sustaining devices. The
discussion of wave-propagation
phenomena includes applications of
new materials to aerospace systems,
such as the so-called stealth
materials, as well as the use of
electromagnetic weaves for materials
engineering-electromagnetics

processing, such as grain drying with
microwaves, microwave detection of
explosives, and remote sensing of the
earth and its resources.
Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics
Constantine A. Balanis 2012-01-24
Balanis’ second edition of Advanced
Engineering Electromagnetics – a
global best-seller for over 20 years
– covers the advanced knowledge
engineers involved in electromagnetic
need to know, particularly as the
topic relates to the fast-moving,
continually evolving, and rapidly
expanding field of wireless
communications. The immense interest
in wireless communications and the
expected increase in wireless
communications systems projects
(antenna, microwave and wireless
communication) points to an increase
in the number of engineers needed to
specialize in this field. In
addition, the Instructor Book
Companion Site contains a rich
collection of multimedia resources
for use with this text. Resources
include: Ready-made lecture notes in
Power Point format for all the
chapters. Forty-nine MATLAB® programs
to compute, plot and animate some of
the wave phenomena Nearly 600 end-ofchapter problems, that's an average
of 40 problems per chapter (200 new
problems; 50% more than in the first
edition) A thoroughly updated
Solutions Manual 2500 slides for
Instructors are included.
Prob. & Solutions of Engineering
Electromagnetics Exp. Teachers
2007-02-01
Fundamentals of Engineering
Electromagnetics David K. Cheng
2014-03-20 Fundamental of Engineering
Electromagnetics not only presents
the fundamentals of electromagnetism
in a concise and logical manner, but
also includes a variety of
interesting and important
applications. While adapted from his
popular and more extensive work,
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Field and Wave Electromagnetics, this
text incorporates a number of
innovative pedagogical features. Each
chapter begins with an overview which
serves to offer qualitative guidance
to the subject matter and motivate
the student. Review questions and
worked examples throughout each
chapter reinforce the student's
understanding of the material.
Remarks boxes following the review
questions and margin notes throughout
the book serve as additional
pedagogical aids.
Electromagnetics, Volume 1 (BETA)
Steven W. Ellingson 2018-01-03
Electromagnetics (CC BY-SA 4.0) is an
open textbook intended to serve as a
primary textbook for a one-semester
first course in undergraduate
engineering electromagnetics, and
includes:electric and magnetic
fields; electromagnetic properties of
materials; electromagnetic waves; and
devices that operate according to
associated electromagnetic principles
including resistors,capacitors,
inductors, transformers, generators,
and transmission lines. This book
employs the "transmission lines
first" approach, in which
transmission lines are introduced
using a lumped-element equivalent
circuit model fora differential
length of transmission line, leading
to one-dimensional wave equations for
voltage and current. This book is
intended for electrical engineering
students in the third year of a
bachelor of science degree program. A
free electronic version of this book
is available at:
https://doi.org/10.7294/W4WQ01ZM
Engineering Electromagnetics William
Hart Hayt 1981
Engg.Electromagnetics 7E(Sie) Hayt
2006
Surface Electromagnetics Fan Yang
2019-06-20 Written by the leading
experts in the field, this text
provides systematic coverage of the
engineering-electromagnetics

theory, physics, functional designs,
and engineering applications of
advanced engineered electromagnetic
surfaces. All the essential topics
are included, from the fundamental
theorems of surface electromagnetics,
to analytical models, general sheet
transmission conditions (GSTC),
metasurface synthesis, and quasiperiodic analysis. A plethora of
examples throughout illustrate the
practical applications of surface
electromagnetics, including gap
waveguides, modulated metasurface
antennas, transmit arrays, microwave
imaging, cloaking, and orbital
angular momentum (OAM ) beam
generation, allowing readers to
develop their own surface
electromagnetics-based devices and
systems. Enabling a fully
comprehensive understanding of
surface electromagnetics, this is an
invaluable text for researchers,
practising engineers and students
working in electromagnetics antennas,
metasurfaces and optics.
Engineering Electromagnetics Umran S.
Inan 1999 Engineering
Electromagnetics provides a solid
foundation in electromagnetics
fundamentals by emphasizing physical
understanding and practical
applications. Electromagnetics, with
its requirements for abstract
thinking, can prove challenging for
students. The authors' physical and
intuitive approach has produced a
book that will inspire enthusiasm and
interest for the material. Benefiting
from a review of electromagnetic
curricula at several schools and
repeated use in classroom settings,
this text presents material in a
rigorous yet readable manner.
FEATURES/BENEFITS Starts with
coverage of transmission lines before
addressing fundamental laws,
providing a smooth transition from
circuits to electromagnetics.
Emphasizes physical understanding and
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the experimental bases of fundamental
laws. Offers detailed examples and
numerous practical end-of-chapter
problems, with each problem's topical
content clearly identified. Provides
historical notes, abbreviated
biographies, and hundreds of
footnotes to motivate interest and
enhance understanding. Back Cover
Benefiting from a review of
electromagnetics curricula at several
schools and repeated use in classroom
settings, this text presents material
in a comprehensive and practical yet
readable manner. Features: Starts
with coverage of transmission lines
before addressing fundamental laws,
providing a smooth transition from
circuits to electromagnetics.
Emphasizes physical understanding and
the experimental bases of fundamental
laws. Offers detailed examples and
numerous practical end-of-chapter
problems, with each problem's topical
content clearly identified. Provides
historical notes, abbreviated
biographies, and hundreds of
footnotes to motivate interest and
enhance understanding.
Electromagnetic Theory and Plasmonics
for Engineers Liudmila Nickelson
2018-11-24 This book presents the
theory of electromagnetic (EM) waves
for upper undergraduate, graduate and
PhD-level students in engineering. It
focuses on physics and microwave
theory based on Maxwell’s equations
and the boundary conditions important
for studying the operation of
waveguides and resonators in a wide
frequency range, namely, from approx.
10**9 to 10**16 hertz. The author
also highlights various current
topics in EM field theory, such as
plasmonic (comprising a noble metal)
waveguides and analyses of
attenuations by filled waveguide
dielectrics or semiconductors and
also by conducting waveguide walls.
Featuring a wide variety of
illustrations, the book presents the
engineering-electromagnetics

calculated and schematic
distributions of EM fields and
currents in waveguides and
resonators. Further, test questions
are presented at the end of each
chapter.
Elements of Engineering
Electromagnetics Nannapaneni Narayana
Rao 1994 This text examines
applications and covers statics with
an emphasis on the dynamics of
engineering electromagnetics. This
edition features a new chapter on
electromagnetic principles for
photonics, and sections on
cylindrical metallic waveguides and
losses in waveguides and resonators.
Fundamentals of Engineering
Electromagnetics Rajeev Bansal
2018-10-08 Electromagnetics is too
important in too many fields for
knowledge to be gathered on the fly.
A deep understanding gained through
structured presentation of concepts
and practical problem solving is the
best way to approach this important
subject. Fundamentals of Engineering
Electromagnetics provides such an
understanding, distilling the most
important theoretical aspects and
applying this knowledge to the
formulation and solution of real
engineering problems. Comprising
chapters drawn from the critically
acclaimed Handbook of Engineering
Electromagnetics, this book supplies
a focused treatment that is ideal for
specialists in areas such as
medicine, communications, and remote
sensing who have a need to understand
and apply electromagnetic principles,
but who are unfamiliar with the
field. Here is what the critics have
to say about the original work
"...accompanied with practical
engineering applications and useful
illustrations, as well as a good
selection of references ... those
chapters that are devoted to areas
that I am less familiar with, but
currently have a need to address,
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have certainly been valuable to me.
This book will therefore provide a
useful resource for many engineers
working in applied electromagnetics,
particularly those in the early
stages of their careers." -Alastair
R. Ruddle, The IEE Online "...a tour
of practical electromagnetics written
by industry experts ... provides an
excellent tour of the practical side
of electromagnetics ... a useful
reference for a wide range of
electromagnetics problems ... a very
useful and well-written
compendium..." -Alfy Riddle, IEEE
Microwave Magazine Fundamentals of
Engineering Electromagnetics lays the
theoretical foundation for solving
new and complex engineering problems
involving electromagnetics.
Engineering Electromagnetics Kenneth
Robert Demarest 1998 This book offers
a traditional approach on
electromagnetics, but has more
extensive applications material.The
author offers engaging coverage of
the following: CRT's, Lightning,
Superconductors, and Electric
Shielding that is not found in other
books. Demarest also provides a
unique chapter on "Sources Forces,
and Fields" and has an exceptionally
complete chapter on Transmissions
Lines.
Electromagnetic Engineering and Waves
Aziz S. Inan 2014-08-20 "Engineering
Electromagnetics and Waves" is
designed for upper-division college
and university engineering students,
for those who wish to learn the
subject through self-study, and for
practicing engineers who need an upto-date reference text. The student
using this text is assumed to have
completed typical lower-division
courses in physics and mathematics as
well as a first course on electrical
engineering circuits." "This book
provides engineering students with a
solid grasp of electromagnetic
fundamentals and electromagnetic
engineering-electromagnetics

waves by emphasizing physical
understanding and practical
applications. The topical
organization of the text starts with
an initial exposure to transmission
lines and transients on high-speed
distributed circuits, naturally
bridging electrical circuits and
electromagnetics.Teaching and
Learning ExperienceThis program will
provide a better teaching and
learning experience-for you and your
students. It provides: Modern Chapter
OrganizationEmphasis on Physical
UnderstandingDetailed Examples,
Selected Application Examples, and
Abundant IllustrationsNumerous Endof-chapter Problems, Emphasizing
Selected Practical
ApplicationsHistorical Notes on the
Great Scientific PioneersEmphasis on
Clarity without Sacrificing Rigor and
CompletenessHundreds of Footnotes
Providing Physical Insight, Leads for
Further Reading, and Discussion of
Subtle and Interesting Concepts and
Applications"
An Introduction to Applied
Electromagnetics and Optics Vladimir
V. Mitin 2016-11-18 Modern technology
is rapidly developing and for this
reason future engineers need to
acquire advanced knowledge in science
and technology, including
electromagnetic phenomena. This book
is a contemporary text of a onesemester course for junior electrical
engineering students. It covers a
broad spectrum of electromagnetic
phenomena such as, surface waves,
plasmas, photonic crystals, negative
refraction as well as related
materials including superconductors.
In addition, the text brings together
electromagnetism and optics as the
majority of texts discuss
electromagnetism disconnected from
optics. In contrast, in this book
both are discussed. Seven labs have
been developed to accompany the
material of the book.
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Computational Electromagnetics for RF
and Microwave Engineering David B.
Davidson 2005-02-24 Publisher
Description
Introduction to Engineering
Electromagnetic Fields Korada
Umashankar 1989 This is a textbook
designed to provide analytical
background material in the area of
Engineering Electromagnetic Fields
for the senior level undergraduate
and preparatory level graduate
electrical engineering students. It
is also an excellent reference book
for researchers in the field of
computational electromagnetic fields.
The textbook covers ? Static Electric
and Magnetic Fields: The basic laws
governing the Electrostatics,
Magnetostatics with engineering
examples are presented which are
enough to understand the fields and
the electric current and charge
sources. Dynamic Electromagnetic
Fields: The Maxwell's equations in
Time-Domain and solutions, the
Maxwell's equations in FrequencyDomain and solutions. Extensive
approaches are presented to solve
partial differential equations
satisfying electromagnetic boundary
value problems. Foundation to
electromagnetic field radiation,
guided wave propagation is discussed
to expose at the undergraduate level
application of the Maxwell's
equations to practical engineering
problems.
Engineering Electromagnetic Fields
and Waves Carl Theodore Adolf Johnk
1975
Engineering Electromagnetics David T.
Thomas 2013-10-22 Engineering
Electromagnetics presents a bold
approach to the teaching of
electromagnetics to the electrical
engineering undergraduate. This book
begins by adopting Maxwell's
Equations as the fundamental laws, an
approach contrary to the traditional
presentation of physical laws in the
engineering-electromagnetics

chronological order of their
discovery that starts with Coulomb's
Law. The use of Maxwell's Equations
provides broad physical laws of
general applicability and prevents
confusion among students as to when
specific laws may be applied. A
problem solving or engineering
analysis approach is used extensively
throughout this text. Real life
problems are presented and then
reduced to an appropriate model or
facsimile for solution. This
publication is intended for
engineering students at junior or
senior level.
Introduction to Engineering
Electromagnetics Yeon Ho Lee
2015-02-10 This text provides
students with the missing link that
can help them master the basic
principles of electromagnetics. The
concept of vector fields is
introduced by starting with clear
definitions of position, distance,
and base vectors. The symmetries of
typical configurations are discussed
in detail, including cylindrical,
spherical, translational, and twofold rotational symmetries. To avoid
serious confusion between symbols
with two indices, the text adopts a
new notation: a letter with subscript
1-2 for the work done in moving a
unit charge from point 2 to point 1,
in which the subscript 1-2 mimics the
difference in potentials, while the
hyphen implies a sense of backward
direction, from 2 to 1. This text
includes 300 figures in which real
data are drawn to scale. Many figures
provide a three-dimensional view.
Each subsection includes a number of
examples that are solved by examining
rigorous approaches in steps. Each
subsection ends with straightforward
exercises and answers through which
students can check if they correctly
understood the concepts. A total 350
of examples and exercises are
provided. At the end of each section,
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review questions are inserted to
point out key concepts and relations
discussed in the section. They are
given with hints referring to the
related equations and figures. The
book contains a total of 280 end-ofchapter problems.
Introduction to Engineering
Electromagnetics Yeon Ho Lee
2013-03-26 This text provides
students with the missing link that
can help them master the basic
principles of electromagnetics. The
concept of vector fields is
introduced by starting with clear
definitions of position, distance,
and base vectors. The symmetries of
typical configurations are discussed
in detail, including cylindrical,
spherical, translational, and twofold rotational symmetries. To avoid
serious confusion between symbols
with two indices, the text adopts a
new notation: a letter with subscript

engineering-electromagnetics

1-2 for the work done in moving a
unit charge from point 2 to point 1,
in which the subscript 1-2 mimics the
difference in potentials, while the
hyphen implies a sense of backward
direction, from 2 to 1. This text
includes 300 figures in which real
data are drawn to scale. Many figures
provide a three-dimensional view.
Each subsection includes a number of
examples that are solved by examining
rigorous approaches in steps. Each
subsection ends with straightforward
exercises and answers through which
students can check if they correctly
understood the concepts. A total 350
examples and exercises are provided.
At the end of each section, review
questions are inserted to point out
key concepts and relations discussed
in the section. They are given with
hints referring to the related
equations and figures. The book
contains a total of 280 end-ofchapter problems.
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